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Executive Summary

A recent survey conducted by EKOS Research Associates confirms that religious discrimination – especially Islamophobia – stands as an ongoing challenge to Canada’s multicultural society. The survey probed for religious discrimination in Canadian society in a number of different ways, and confirmed an undercurrent of Islamophobia again and again. Yet the survey also made clear that many Canadians recognize the problem of religious discrimination and Islamophobia in Canada, stand firmly opposed to it, and expect the government to take measures to address it.

EKOS Research Associates (https://www.ekos.com/) conducted a national online survey of 1,079 Canadians, between November 24 and December 4, 2017, on behalf of the Canadian Muslim Forum (http://fmc-cmf.com) and Canadians for Justice and Peace in the Middle East (http://cjpme.org). The survey sought 1) to explore attitudes toward religious discrimination, Islamophobia, and multiculturalism in Canada, 2) to try to judge the degree of any problems, and 3) to assess whether the current political discourse on these topics is an accurate reflection of actual Canadian attitudes. The margin of error associated with the sample is plus or minus 3.0 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.

The survey confirmed that Islamophobia and religious discrimination generally are troubling problems in Canada. But the survey also revealed how attitudes towards religious discrimination are extremely politically polarized. For example, around 50% of Liberal, NDP and Green party supporters consider religious discrimination against their fellow Muslim citizens to be a significant problem, whereas only 14% of Conservative supporters do.

Survey responses made clear that:

1. Canadians are least comfortable with a figure of authority who wears a hijab, vs. any other type of religious garb. For example, Canadians are more than twice as likely to be uncomfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab (44%), than with a prime minister who wears a cross (21%) – and almost 1.5 times more uncomfortable than with a prime minister who wears a kippah (30%).

2. Canadians are more likely to harbour negative stereotypes about Muslim Canadians, than about Christian or Jewish Canadians. For example, more Canadians consider Muslims markedly less tolerant, less adaptable, less open-minded, more violent, and more oppressive of women than Christians or Jews.

3. Canadians are far less comfortable welcoming a Muslim into their family vs. people other religious faiths. Whereas only 12% of Canadians were uncomfortable with a family member getting engaged to someone of a different religious faith, 31% were uncomfortable with a family member getting engaged to a Muslim.

4. Canadians believe in the protection of religious rights generally, but are less concerned for the religious rights of their Muslims co-citizens. For example, 82% of
Canadians give importance to religious freedom generally, but only 68% of Canadians give importance to the protection of the right of Muslims to practice their religion.

5. **A surprising number of people (17%) perceive the Muslim Canadian community as a monolith** with uniform views. Only about half of Canadians recognize the diversity of views inherent in Canada’s Muslim community.

Yet at the same time, Canadians are acutely aware of the problem. When asked directly about Islamophobia, **81 percent of Canadians disagreed with the statement “Islamophobia does not exist in Canada,”** and 60 percent indicated that the government must take action to combat Islamophobia in Canada.

**Canadians also expressed faith in Canada’s model of multiculturalism.** For example, when asked how Canada should respond to the challenges to multiculturalism, the most popular recommendation (48% of Canadians) was simply to better enforce existing laws to protect minorities from discrimination and hate crimes.

The survey also made clear that **many political leaders are off target when they speak about Islamophobia.** Whereas some political leaders have suggested that the definition of Islamophobia is not clear, 70% of Canadians overall, and almost 60% of Conservative supporters say they actually are clear on what it is. As mentioned above, 81% of Canadians confirmed that they believe Islamophobia exists in Canada.

**Overall, 57% of survey Canadians consider Islamophobia to be an increasingly disturbing problem in Canada,** and this number rises to around 70% when looking only at Liberal, NDP and Green party supporters. However, Conservative party supporters, and Quebecers overall, clearly have vastly different views on Islamophobia as compared to other segments of the population.

Political leaders must understand that **concern about Islamophobia will only increase with time,** as Millennial voters are consistently less likely to harbour Islamophobic attitudes than older voters. For example, 54% of Canadians under age 35 are quite comfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab, whereas only 34% of Canadians over 65 are comfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab. And young Canadians (e.g. 35 and younger) were half as likely to be uncomfortable with a family member getting engaged to a Muslim than the average.

While the **current survey confirms and expands the understanding of the problem of Islamophobia** identified in previous surveys, the new findings also give the government **new incentives to tackle the Islamophobic attitudes.** The survey makes clear that **Canadians cherish their multicultural traditions,** and that the government must work harder to make multiculturalism work, for their fellow Muslims as for every other community within the Canadian mosaic.
Survey Sponsors

The Canadian Muslim Forum (FMC-CMF, http://fmc-cmf.com) is a Muslim-Canadian organisation which seeks to build a thriving community actively engaged politically, socially and media-wise; raise awareness on civic engagement; represent the common and collective interests of the Muslim community in society; and promote and protect the civil rights of the Muslim community in Quebec and Canadian society.

Canadians for Justice and Peace in the Middle East (CJPME, http://cjpme.org) is an organization whose mission is to promote justice, development and peace in the Middle East, and here at home in Canada. Through campaigns promoting and enabling political engagement, interaction with the media, and educational initiatives, CJPME seeks to stimulate understanding and action around human rights, especially vis-à-vis Canada and the Middle East. CJPME is a pan-Canadian organization with over 100,000 adherents and local groups in a dozen Canadian cities.
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Survey Introduction

Understanding Islamophobia

The term “Islamophobia” was first coined in 1997 as an “unfounded hostility towards Muslims, and therefore fear or dislike of all or most Muslims.”¹ The Merriam-Webster dictionary currently defines Islamophobia as the “irrational fear of, aversion to, or discrimination against Islam or people who practice Islam.” The Oxford English dictionary defines Islamophobia as “dislike of or prejudice against Islam or Muslims, especially as a political force.”

“Islamophobia consists of violence against Muslims in the form of physical assaults, verbal abuse, and the vandalizing of property, especially of Islamic institutions including mosques, Islamic schools and Muslim cemeteries. Islamophobia also includes discrimination in employment — where Muslims are faced with unequal opportunities — discrimination in the provision of health services, exclusion from managerial positions and jobs of high responsibility; and exclusion from political and governmental posts. Ultimately, Islamophobia also comprises prejudice in the media, literature, and everyday conversation.”²

Many scholars believe that Islamophobia threatens not only Muslims, but also anyone who is simply perceived as Muslim. At a political rally in 2017, for example, NDP leader Jagmeet Singh — not a Muslim, but a visible Sikh — was repeatedly and falsely accused by a heckler of advocating Sharia law.³ As this and other examples demonstrate, Islamophobia can impact even non-Muslims because of their dress, race, name, language, accent, or other cultural markers.⁴ ⁵

Contextualizing Canadian Islamophobia

Islamophobia seems to be on the increase in many Western societies, including Canada. In a 2013 Angus Reid poll, 54 percent of Canadians held an unfavourable view of Islam with the number increasing to 69 percent among Quebec residents.⁶ In a 2015 report by the CJPME Foundation, researchers highlighted a trend of Canadian government-sanctioned Islamophobia. This type of Islamophobia is particularly troubling as it can imperil rights to citizenship, access to employment, and community integration.⁷

While government-sanctioned Islamophobia is particularly egregious, most manifestations of Islamophobia are much subtler and manifest themselves in day-to-day acts of petty racism. Although Canadian law prohibits employers from discriminating on the basis of religious affiliation or race, unemployment rates are significantly higher amongst Muslim Canadians than among other groups with similar skills.⁸ Moreover, a 2012 study by the Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse du Quebec found that job candidates with
traditionally Quebecois or Canadian names were 1.63 times more likely to receive a call back than candidates with similar skills who had traditionally Arab names.\textsuperscript{9}

Another example is that of Herouxville, Quebec where civic leaders implemented a code of conduct in 2007 for new immigrants, despite being home to virtually zero foreign-born individuals or visible minorities. The bizarre document was clearly aimed at Muslim Canadians as it forbade the wearing of head coverings, and certain archaic practices sometimes associated with Islamic stereotypes.\textsuperscript{10}

While Islamophobic sentiment appears to be more common in Quebec, mosques in cities such as Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, Ottawa and Hamilton have also been vandalized in recent years.

Many Muslims living in the West experienced a rise in Islamophobic sentiment following the events of September 11\textsuperscript{th}, 2001.\textsuperscript{11} Multiple scholars have attributed the more recent increase in Islamophobia in the West to the perceived connection between Muslim individuals and global violence or terrorism.\textsuperscript{12} Violent acts perpetrated by self-identified Islamic groups around the world have appeared more frequently in news media in recent years. The rise of the Islamic State group (often referred to as ISIS or ISIL) and the media coverage they have received likely contributes to negative stereotypes associated with Islam. The same can be said of groups such as Al-Shabaab, Boko Haram and the Taliban, and acts of terror committed by Muslim extremists in Europe and elsewhere. While loathing of the terrorist acts committed by such groups is understandable, it is patently unfair to penalize innocent Muslim-Canadians for the acts of such groups. In fact, key Muslim leaders in Canada and other Western countries consistently condemn the acts of such groups overseas.\textsuperscript{13}

**Motion M-103 and the Quebec Mosque Attack**

Noticing the increase in Islamophobia incidents in Quebec, the Canadian Muslim Forum worked with Liberal MP Frank Baylis to launch an anti-Islamophobia parliamentary ePetition (e-411) in June 2016.\textsuperscript{14} By the time Petition e-411 closed four month later, it had received almost seventy thousand signatures – the highest number of signatures on any single petition to date.

Inspired by the groundswell of support for the petition, outgoing NDP Leader Thomas Muclair secured unanimous consent in October, 2016 for a Parliamentary motion based on the wording of the e-411.\textsuperscript{15} On that occasion, every MP present in the Commons chamber agreed to a motion “condemning all forms of Islamophobia.”\textsuperscript{16}

Three months later, on January 29\textsuperscript{th}, 2017, six Muslim men were brutally killed and 19 injured by a right-wing attacker at a Quebec City mosque.\textsuperscript{17} This attack focused attention on the alarming presence of Islamophobia in Canada, and the deadly consequences of this racism. Shortly after the mosque attack, in February, Liberal MP Iqra Khalid introduced parliamentary motion M-103, a private member’s motion which called for Parliament to “condemn
Islamophobia and all forms of systemic racism and religious discrimination.” It also recommended a study of systemic racism and religious discrimination by the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage. Unlike Mulcair’s motion, M-103 immediately received significant backlash from the right-leaning voices across Canada and intensified a nationwide debate on Islamophobia.

When motion M-103 was tabled, the Conservative leadership race was in full swing. With this platform, Conservative leadership candidates debated the question repeatedly, with some questioning the very existence of Islamophobia. While many Canadians understood the timeliness of M-103, certain elements of Canadian society questioned the intents of M-103, arguing against the need to highlight “Islamophobia” among other forms of religious discrimination. During the height of the debate around M-103, Khalid reported that she received thousands of hate messages, racist slurs, and death threats for her role in sponsoring M-103.

While M-103 ultimately passed in the House of Commons in March 2017 by a vote of 201-91, the behaviour of some politicians was perplexing. During the M-103 debate, politicians who had supported the October 2016 motion now claimed to be unsure of what Islamophobia actually was. Other political voices went on to suggest that this M-103 would limit their free speech – putting a chill on criticism of certain Muslim practices. Still other politicians suggested that there was an attempt to give Islamophobia preferential treatment by identifying it by name in Motion M-103.

By citing Islamophobia when speaking against religious discrimination or systemic racism, Khalid and others call attention to the fact that it is especially Muslims who are experiencing religious discrimination and systemic racism in Canada today. There is no indication that the safety, rights and opportunities of Christians in Canada are in jeopardy in 2017; whereas this is not true for Canadian Muslims.

The conversation around Islamophobia in Canada is far from over. Canadians are anxious to see the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage’s M-103 report and recommendations. The Committee was charged to “develop a whole-of-government approach to reducing or eliminating systemic racism and religious discrimination including Islamophobia, in Canada” and tasked to “collect data to contextualize hate crime reports and to conduct needs assessments for impacted communities.” While the committee is expected the address the problem of religious discrimination in general, there is clearly a need to recognize and address the special challenges facing Muslims in Canada today.

Other Canadian Surveys on Islamophobia

Other surveys of Canadians over the past several years show consistent and growing evidence of Islamophobia and religious discrimination. A more detailed summary and links to these studies is provided in Appendix 1.
Survey Methodology

This study reports Canadian respondents’ replies to the following eight areas of questioning:

1. What is the best way for the government to respond to the challenges that come with multi-culturalism today?
2. How do you feel when figures of authority in Canada wear different religious garb?
3. How much of a problem do you believe religious discrimination (and religious discrimination against Muslims) is in Canada?
4. How accurately do certain words and phrases describe different religious groups in Canada?
5. How comfortable would you feel if a member of your family became engaged to someone of a different religious faith (or to a Muslim)?
6. How important do you believe it is that the government protect the rights of all Canadians (and Muslim Canadians) to practice their religion?
7. How varied do you believe the views of Canadian Muslims are?
8. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
   a. The definition of Islamophobia is not clear to me
   b. Islamophobia does not exist in Canada
   c. Islamophobia is an increasingly disturbing problem in Canada
   d. The government must take action to combat Islamophobia in Canada
   e. The concept of Islamophobia is having the effect of limiting free speech in Canada

EKOS Research Associates (EKOS), an experienced public opinion research firm, was hired to conduct an on-line poll to seek answers to these questions. EKOS is a full-service consulting practice, founded in 1980, which has evolved to become one of the leading suppliers of evaluation and public opinion research for the Canadian government. EKOS specializes in market research, public opinion research, strategic communications advice, program evaluation and performance measurement, and human resources and organizational research.

Between November 24 and December 4, 2017, a random sample of 1,079 Canadian adults from EKOS’ online panel, Probit, aged 18 and over, completed the survey. The survey was made available to all respondents in either English or French. The margin of error associated with the sample is plus or minus 3.0 percentage points, 19 times out of 20. The margin of error increases when the results are sub-divided.

EKOS statistically weighted all the data by age, gender, education and region to ensure the sample’s composition reflects that of the actual population of Canada, based on 2016 census data. EKOS weighted the data based on the 2011 Census, for age, gender, region, and education.
The full data, both with residuals ("don’t know" and "no response" percentages included) and without residuals can be found at http://cjpme.org/islamophobia.

In most cases, no more than 10% of respondents did not reply or checked "don’t know," and in most cases, far fewer than 10% did so. As such, these responses do not substantially affect the overall results. However, in sub-sets of some variables, a larger proportion of respondents did not express an opinion (by checking “don’t know/no response”). In general, these appeared to reflect their lack of information and/or lack of interest in the topic, because they tended to occur among those with limited education.
Survey Results

1. Canadians strongly support the values implicit in Canadian multiculturalism

This question asked respondents their opinion on how the government should address current challenges to Canada’s multiculturalism. It’s important to note that the response options were not mutually exclusive: a respondent could check any items that they felt applied. The survey question read:

“In your opinion, what is the best way for the government to respond to the challenges that come with multi-culturalism today?” The response options were:

- Better enforce existing laws to protect minorities from discrimination and hate crimes
- Provide cultural sensitivity training to government employees who deal with the public (e.g. police, judges, teachers, etc.)
- Screen new immigrants with a “Canadian values” test
- Pass new “values” legislation promoting common cultural practices
- Provide funds to historically disadvantaged communities
- Do nothing: Canada’s existing laws and Charter of Rights and Freedoms are sufficient
- Pass new laws to protect society against the influences of immigrants

Chart 1: In your opinion, what is the best way for the government to respond to the challenges that come with multi-culturalism today?
Multiculturalism has been a core component of Canada's policy since the 1970s. While the United States adopted an assimilationist “melting pot” model for its multicultural society, Canada has promoted a “mosaic” model of multiculturalism that promotes cultural diversity across Canadian society. Canadian multiculturalism does not force immigrants to choose between their cultural heritage and participation in Canadian society. Given this history of Canadian multiculturalism, it is not surprising that the Prime Minister frequently repeats renditions of the following phrase: “Canadians understand that diversity is our strength. We know that Canada has succeeded—culturally, politically, economically—because of our diversity, not in spite of it.”

In this question, the survey sought to gage current Canadian attitudes in light of recent attacks on multiculturalism from across the country. For example, the Parti Quebecois' Charter of Values, Former Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s fear-mongering Islam-related rhetoric, and the xenophobic Conservative leadership campaign led by MP Kellie Leitch are each examples of campaigns attacking certain core tenets of multiculturalism.
Our survey results indicate that, whereas some Canadians have been spooked by this Conservative rhetoric, they are far from giving up on multiculturalism. In fact, Canadians are clearly concerned about threats to multiculturalism, and expect their government to protect the diversity Canadian society enjoys. And while none of the proposed options received a majority of responses, the top two choices—receiving 48% and 41% support respectively—were clearly options bolstering Canadian multiculturalism.

The most highly chosen course of action on this question, “[Canada must] better enforce existing laws to protect minorities from discrimination and hate crimes,” was supported by 48 percent of respondents, and indicates clearly that Canadians continue to have faith in the existing mechanisms supporting multiculturalism.

The second most recommended course of action also emphasizes Canadians’ interest in preserving and protecting our multicultural society. 41 percent of Canadians feel the government should “provide sensitivity training to government employees who deal with the public [...]” Thus, far from putting the onus of successful multiculturalism on new arrivals, many Canadians believe that the government and its representatives need to adapt to a changing societal mosaic. A fifth of Canadians even believe that there should be some form of government funding made available to historically disadvantaged communities.

While the top two responses to this question suggest a deep and ongoing commitment to multiculturalism among Canadians, the third most popular response does reflect some of the angst expressed by some Conservative politicians. Fully 37 percent of Canadians feel that new arrivals should be subjected to some type of “Canadian Values” test. It’s important to note that this cultural anxiety is felt across all political parties. On the other hand, this percentage is much lower than the March 2017 CROP poll results, where 74 percent of respondents indicated they were in favour of a “Canadian values” test.

This apparent angst was also expressed in another response, where 17 percent of respondents suggested that “pass[ing] new laws to protect society against the influences of immigrants” was necessary. In addition, 22 percent of respondents felt it might be necessary to “pass new ‘values’ legislation promoting common cultural practices in Canada.” Indeed, these results confirm other recent survey data that suggest that some Canadians think minorities should do more to “fit in.”

Among these responses, political ideology plays a role in determining Canadian comfort levels with multiculturalism, as self-identified Conservative and BQ supporters ranked considerably higher in their desire to have a “Canadian values” test. Likewise, neither group prioritized the options that sought to better protect and support minority Canadians.

It is also important to point out the significant regional differences in the percentage distributions, as Quebecers seem to experience a similar angst described by Conservative politicians. From the very beginning, Quebec has expressed some hesitancy, even resistance, to
the policy of multiculturalism. Certain strands of Quebec nationalism view the policy of multiculturalism as a political ploy to weaken the status of Quebec as a distinct society. Quite opposite to Quebec, residents of Atlantic Canada were particularly concerned about protecting minority populations and preserving the multicultural character of Canada.

2. In terms of common religious garb, Canadians are least comfortable with the hijab

In this question, survey respondents were asked to rate their comfort level with four types of religious garb – a cross, a kippah, a hijab, and a turban – on a scale of 1 to 5, from very comfortable to very uncomfortable. The question in the survey polled respondents about religious garb as worn by 1) the prime minister, 2) a supervisor at work, and 3) a police officer.

Distinctive headgear and other forms of dress are a feature of several religions. For example, some men of the Sikh faith wear a turban, some Jewish men wear a kippah or yarmulke (a cap) while some Muslim women wear a hijab (headscarf), and some Christians wear crosses around their necks.

Using a scale of 1 to 5, how comfortable would you feel if your [Prime Minister]/[Supervisor at work]/[police officer] wore a:

- Turban
- Kippah (Yarmulke)
- Hijab
- Cross
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Chart 3: How comfortable would you feel if the prime minister wore a cross/kippah/turban/hijab?

Using a scale of 1 to 5, how comfortable would you feel if the PM wore a:

- Cross
- Kippah
- Turban
- Hijab

Chart 4: How comfortable would you feel if a police officer who has pulled you over wore a cross/kippah/turban/hijab?

Using a scale of 1 to 5, how comfortable would you feel if a police officer who has pulled you over wore a:

- Cross
- Hijab
- Kippah
- Turban
A Grave Problem:

EKOS Survey on Islamophobia in Canada

Issued by the Canadian Muslim Forum &
Canadians for Justice and Peace in the Middle East

As a diverse and multicultural society, Canada has often debated the impact of religious symbols and dress in the public sphere. Quite often, the debate centers around the extent to which the practices of religiously observant Canadians may influence public life and the provision of government services. While the majority of Canadians are generally accepting of diverse religious dress and symbols, recent incidents suggest there are some religious symbols that are more accepted than others. For example, in 2016 a Quebec Muslim woman was asked to remove her hijab during a hearing in traffic court, and in 2017, the Quebec government passed a bill banning face veils for people receiving government services.

Without seeking to pit various forms of religious dress against each other, this question sought to determine Canadians’ level of comfort with visible markers of religion, such as dress and headgear as worn by figures of authority. While symbolically, there is little difference between the turban, kippah, cross and hijab – i.e. each is a symbol of one’s devotion to one’s religious beliefs – the survey indicated quite differing public attitudes on each.

First, with all three figures of authority (prime minister, police officer, supervisor at work), Canadians were consistently least comfortable with the hijab as compared to other religious garb. In reference to the prime minister, only 21 percent of respondents expressed discomfort with the cross, 30 percent expressed discomfort with the kippah, 34 percent expressed discomfort with the turban, while fully 44 percent of respondents expressed discomfort with the hijab. Likewise, when asked about comfort levels vis-à-vis a new supervisor in religious garb, 11 percent of respondents expressed discomfort with the cross, 19 percent expressed discomfort with the kippah, 21 percent expressed discomfort with the turban, while fully 30 percent of respondents expressed discomfort with the hijab.

This relative discomfort with the hijab could relate to negative reports or perceptions of Muslims internationally as propagated in news reports and related media. Populist politicians, in turn, exacerbate these negative perceptions by pushing divisive political agendas. For example, in the 2015 elections, former Prime Minister Stephen Harper put great emphasis on his move to ban women who wear niqabs from taking the Canadian citizenship oath. Likewise, in late 2017, the Quebec provincial government introduced Bill 62, which sought to restrict
Muslim women from wearing the niqab when receiving government services.\textsuperscript{30} By comparison, in recent decades, no political party or politician targeted Christians, Jews or Sikhs because of their religious garb.

Second, the survey revealed that Canadians were highly sensitive about the religious garb worn by the country’s prime minister. For example, while 30 percent of Canadians would be uncomfortable with a supervisor who wears a hijab, and 39 percent of Canadians would be uncomfortable with a police officer who wears a hijab, fully 44 percent of Canadians would be uncomfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab. These disparities may stem from the fact the Prime Minister is often portrayed as the archetypal “Canadian,” or ambassador who represents the country. This interpretation would infer that Canadians are less comfortable with a visibly Muslim woman representing Canada on the domestic or international stage; or that many Canadians have not accepted Islam as being an integral part of Canada’s society.

As with many of the questions in the survey, both Quebec respondents, and respondents who identify as Conservative party supporters tend to be much less comfortable with a prime minister in a hijab than other groups. While the majority of Canadians across party lines are at least somewhat comfortable with a prime minister in hijab, only 33 percent of Conservative respondents and 23 percent of BQ respondents share this comfort. This may be explained by Quebec’s tradition of secularism in recent decades, and by the fact that several Conservative figures in Canada have sought to position Muslim dress as something uncivilized.\textsuperscript{31} Likewise, the majority of respondents who identified as Quebeckers or Conservatives were also the least comfortable with being pulled over by a police officer wearing a hijab, or having a supervisor who wears a hijab.

In each variation on the question, age is an important factor associated with the comfort level of Canadians vis-à-vis various religious symbols. While the majority of Canadians under age 35 are quite comfortable with each of the religious garb mentioned (turban, cross, kippah and hijab), those who are over 55 have a tendency to be much less comfortable with these symbols. For instance, 54 percent of Canadians under age 35 are quite comfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab, whereas only 34 percent of Canadians over 65 are comfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab. It is noteworthy to point out that these results among older Canadians do not stem from feelings of generalized discomfort with religion in the public sphere. In fact, with the exception of Quebec respondents, 61 percent baby boomers are quite comfortable with the notion of a Canadian Prime Minister or police officer with a cross. Yet the very same respondents are markedly uncomfortable with the other specific forms of religious dress.

Level of education was also an important factor in predicting the comfort level of Canadians vis-à-vis various religious symbols – greater comfort with religious garb strongly correlated with higher levels of education. For example, only 36 percent of respondents with a high school education are comfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab while 55 percent of
Canadians with a post-graduate degree are comfortable with a prime minister who wears a hijab.

It should be noted that the hijab is the only religious symbol listed that is exclusively worn by women. To this point, sexism could also have factored into the overall results, increasing the percentage of those who are uncomfortable with a figure of authority wearing a hijab.

**Chart 5: How comfortable would you feel if the prime minister wore a turban?**

Another interesting result from this survey question was Canadians’ attitude toward a prime minister who wore a turban. This question is of particular political significance given the recent nomination of Jagmeet Singh – a turban-wearing Sikh – to the leadership of the federal NDP. The survey indicates that nearly 50% of Canadians would be comfortable with a prime minister in a turban. This is more than those who are comfortable with a prime minister in a hijab, but less than those who are comfortable with a prime minister in a kippah or wearing a cross.

By political party preference, the results regarding a prime minister in a turban are even more interesting. 57 percent of Liberal supporters, and 63 percent of both NDP and Green supporters are comfortable with a turban on a prime minister. While these numbers overall come across as an affirmation of Canada’s multicultural nature, one cannot ignore the fact that...
23 percent of the supporters within Mr. Singh’s own party are not comfortable with a prime minister in a turban. Comfort with a turban on the prime minister drops even more among Conservative (33 percent) and Quebec supporters (24 percent.)

3. Views on religious discrimination against Muslims are highly politically polarized

This question took a split sample approach where respondents were randomly asked one of two related questions:

- On a scale of 1 to 5, how much of a problem do you believe religious discrimination is in Canada?
- On a scale of 1 to 5, how much of a problem do you believe religious discrimination against Muslims is in Canada?

Chart 6: How much of a problem do you believe religious discrimination (against Muslims) is in Canada?
In this question, about a third of respondents indicated that they felt religious discrimination overall is a large problem in Canada. A similar number felt the same way about religious discrimination against Muslims, specifically. However, the real story behind the results lies in the political polarization evident in the response:

- When asked about religious discrimination in general, respondents who self-identified as Liberal, NDP and Green supporters fell largely in the middle, many considering it only a “moderate problem.” However, when asked about religious discrimination against Muslims, there was a far greater perception among these respondents that it was a more significant problem: 47% of Liberals, 49% of NDP, and 52% of Greens, vs. an average of 35% overall.
- However, respondents who self-identified as Conservative supporters tended to downplay the issue of religious discrimination. Only 24% felt religious discrimination generally is a problem, and even fewer (14%) of these respondents feel religious discrimination against Muslims specifically is a problem.
While opinions may vary, the survey response of Conservative respondents runs counter to the statistics regarding religious discrimination and hate crimes in Canada. Hate crimes against Muslims rose dramatically in 2015 and remained high in 2016. In addition, in 2016 the number of hate crimes targeting Arabs, West Asians and South Asians increased. To explain this newest trend, experts suggest that “Muslims have become racialized in the West to the extent that ‘Muslim’ is conflated with brown/Arab/Middle-Eastern.” Those who are thought to be Arab or South Asian are also assumed to be Muslim, and are thus targeted based on that assumption.

4. Muslims are viewed more pejoratively than other religious groups in Canada

This question was a split sample, whereby respondents were asked to rate their impressions of one of three different religious groups in Canada: Christians, Jews and Muslims. For each group, respondents were given 12 different words and phrases, and asked their opinion on how well each word or phrase described that group. The question was as follows:

*Using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means does not describe at all and 5 means describes completely, please rate how well the following words or phrases best describes your impression of [Muslims]/[Jews]/[Christians] in Canada?*

**The words/phrases were:**
- Tolerant
- Adaptable
- Honest
- Hard-working
- Open-minded
- Contributes to the community
- Violent
- Fanatic
- Oppressive of women
- Set in their ways
- Poorly educated
- Keeps to themselves
Chart 7: How much do tolerant/adaptable/open-minded describe your impression of Muslims/Christians/Jews in Canada?

How well do the following words of phrases describe your impression of Muslims, Christians and Jews in Canada?

- Describes a lot
- Moderately describes
- Does not describe

Chart 8: How much do honest/hard-working/'contributes to the community' describe your impression of Muslims/Christians/Jews in Canada?

How well do the following words or phrases describe your impression of Muslims, Christians and Jews in Canada?

- Describes a lot
- Moderately describes
- Does not describe
Chart 9: How much do ‘set in their ways’/‘keeps to themselves’/‘oppressive of women’ describe your impression of Muslims/Christians/Jews in Canada?

How well do the following words or phrases describe your impression of Muslims, Christians and Jews in Canada?

- Describes a lot
- Moderately describes
- Does not describe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jews</th>
<th>Christians</th>
<th>Muslims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set in their ways</td>
<td><img src="chart1.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart2.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart3.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeps to themselves</td>
<td><img src="chart4.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart5.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart6.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppressive of women</td>
<td><img src="chart7.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart8.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart9.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 10: How much do fanatic/violent/‘poorly educated’ describe your impression of Muslims/Christians/Jews in Canada?

How well do the following words or phrases describe your impression of Muslims, Christians, and Jews in Canada?

- Describes a lot
- Moderately describes
- Does not describe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jews</th>
<th>Christians</th>
<th>Muslims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fanatic</td>
<td><img src="chart10.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart11.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart12.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent</td>
<td><img src="chart13.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart14.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart15.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly educated</td>
<td><img src="chart16.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart17.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart18.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Survey respondents were asked their opinion on 12 different words/phrases, so this question generated large amounts of data, and there are many possible observations of interest.

First, the data makes clear that many Canadians hold negative stereotypes about Muslims. For example, as compared to Christians and Jews, survey respondents viewed Muslims as relatively less tolerant, less adaptable, and less open-minded. The worst comparative rankings of Muslims are found with the categories “violent,” and “oppressive of women.” Notably, 14% of Canadians significantly described Muslims as “violent,” vs. only 3% for Christians, and 2% for Jews. Worse, 45% of Canadians viewed Muslims as “oppressive of women,” vs. 13% for Christians, and 12% for Jews. Overall, Muslims were rated worst in all but two of the twelve categories – “honest” and “hard working” – where they enjoyed a slightly more favourable rating than Christians.

Respondents who identified as Conservative and BQ supporters had the least positive impression of Muslims. This may explain why Conservative and Quebec politicians tend to engage in the most polarizing rhetoric vis-à-vis Islamophobia. For example, on multiple occasions, former PM Stephen Harper himself declared that the niqab (a veil that some Muslim women wear over their face) “is rooted in a culture that is anti-women.”

Compared to Christians and Muslims, Jews were almost always the most positively viewed religious group by survey respondents. This finding confirms CIJA’s recent data measuring Canadian attitudes toward Jews. In November 2017, CIJA stated, “Public opinion studies consistently show that many Canadians hold a favourable view of Jews and that Jews enjoy higher favourability ratings than adherents of almost every other religion.”

5. Canadians are far less comfortable with a family member becoming engaged to a Muslim vs. someone of another religious faith

This question was a split sample, whereby half of the respondents were randomly asked one of two related questions:

- “Using a scale of 1 to 5, how comfortable would you feel if a member of your family became engaged to someone of a different religious faith?”
- “Using a scale of 1 to 5, how comfortable would you feel if a member of your family became engaged to a Muslim?”
Most religious traditions teach adherents not to marry “outside the faith.” As such, one’s reaction to a family member getting engaged to be married to someone of a different religious faith can be very visceral. As such, this question sought to go beyond philosophical introspection and instead challenge respondents with a scenario which would elicit an instinctive and personal reaction: the welcoming of a Muslim into one’s family.

Not surprisingly, all categories of respondents had individuals who were uncomfortable with family members getting engaged to someone of a different religious faith. Overall, 12 percent of Canadians were uncomfortable with a family member getting engaged to someone of a different religious faith. Yet this figure rocketed to 31 percent when respondents considered a family member getting engaged to a Muslim. Challenged in this very personal way, Canadians are far more biased against Muslims than against people of other religious faiths.

As the chart above demonstrates, across all political parties, Canadians are less comfortable with a family member becoming engaged to a Muslim, vs. a different religious faith. By far, the respondents who expressed the strongest discomfort with the notion of a family member being engaged to a Muslim were those who identified as Conservative supporters (50%) and Bloc...
Quebecois supporters (49%). Nevertheless, even 18 percent of NDP supporters, whose leader was elected on slogans of “love and courage,” were uncomfortable with the thought of having a family member getting engaged to a Muslim.

As with much of the data from this survey, age was an especially important – and encouraging – indicator of Canadian attitudes. Young Canadians (e.g. 35 and younger) were half as likely to be uncomfortable with a family member getting engaged to a Muslim than the average.

6. Canadians believe in the protection of religious rights generally, but are less concerned for the religious rights of Muslims

This question took a split sample approach where respondents were randomly asked one of two related questions:

- How important do you believe it is that the government protect the rights of all Canadians to practice their religion?
- How important do you believe it is that the government protect the rights of Muslims to practice their religion?
Freedom to practice one’s religion is a right which is cherished in all of the world’s liberal Western democracies. Thus, it was not surprising that the survey results indicate that 82 percent of respondents gave importance to religious freedom. Nevertheless, only 68 of Canadians give importance to the protection of the right of Muslims to practice their religion. Thus, while Canadians believe it is important to protect religious freedoms generally, they are less concerned about protecting the religious freedoms of Muslims in Canada.

As with many of the questions in this survey, Canadians’ political affiliations had a strong bearing on their attitudes on religious freedom. Respondents who identified as Liberals, NDP or Green were the most consistent in their attitudes on the protection of religious freedom for all – although there were some interesting differences. Conservative supporters, however, exhibited the most glaring double standard on this question: whereas 80 percent of Conservatives gave importance to the protection of religious freedom overall, only 49 percent gave importance to the protection of religious freedom for Muslims.

Two other demographics which exhibited a double standard on this question were respondents who identified as Christian (87% vs. 65%), and those who identified as French ancestry (73% vs. 65%).
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57%). Quebecers also stood out as a group. They gave relatively less importance to protecting religious freedom overall (only 65%), and even less importance to protecting the religious practices of Muslims (only 54%).

7. Only half of Canadians recognize the diversity of views among Muslim Canadians

The following question was put to respondents:

“Using a scale of 1 to 5, how varied do you believe the views of Canadian Muslims are? Please use a scale where 1 means you believe Canadian Muslims are quite uniform in their views and 5 means you believe Canadians Muslims are very diverse in their views.”

Chart 13: How varied do you believe the views of Canadian Muslims are?

In general, how varied do you believe the views of Canadian Muslims are?

Within every religion, there is a diversity of views, values, and practices. This question was included in the survey to determine to what degree Canadians are aware of the diversity found within the Muslim community. Of course, the more monolithic one’s view of a particular group, the easier it is to attribute broad stereotypes. The results of this survey question suggest that a large number of Canadians don’t realize the diversity that exists within the Muslim
community. In fact, a full 17 percent of all Canadians consider the Muslim community to be largely uniform in its views.

Canada’s Muslims come from various regions and backgrounds. Just like Christianity, there are dozens of different theological traditions in Islam, and all these traditions are represented within in Canada’s Muslim community: e.g. Sunni, Shia, Ismaili, Sufi, etc. Canada’s Muslims also have widely differing religious dress based on their religious interpretations, and their ethnic or national origins. For example, a Pakistani woman will wear a hijab in a much different style than an Indonesian or a Lebanese Muslim. Some Muslim countries impose the hijab, while others ban it. Other Muslim dress, for both men and women, also differs from country to country, and Canada’s Muslim community reflects all of these differences.

Comparing the response to this question with the response to other questions in this survey, there is a clear correlation between those segments of the population who view the Muslim community as highly uniform, and those who have Islamophobic views. For example, 27% of survey respondents who self-identify as Conservative supporters felt the Muslim community had uniform views. This same demographic was by far the least comfortable with having a family member get engaged to a Muslim. Similar observations are possible when considering respondents from Quebec, or Bloc Quebecois supporters.

Education also played a role in respondents’ understanding of the heterogeneity of Muslim views. Between those with a high school education and those with postgraduate degrees, there is more than a twenty percent difference in the recognition of the diversity of Muslim views. A post-secondary education was also a statistically significant indicator favouring respondents’ comfort level in having a family member get engaged to a Muslim. These statistics show a correlation between education and Canadian levels of Islamophobia.

While it is not depicted in the chart, it is also important to note that over a quarter of respondents felt that Muslims are “neither” uniform nor diverse in their views. In addition, 10% of respondents chose the “Don’t Know/No Response” (DK/NR) category. As such, many respondents were either unable to formulate a confident opinion, or unable to answer the question. We speculate that this phenomenon is due to a genuine lack of familiarity with Muslim views, which likely stems from a lack of direct personal interaction with Canada’s Muslim community.

8. Canadians understand what Islamophobia is; they consider that Islamophobia is a problem; and they expect the government to do something about it

The following charts represent the results from the final question in our survey whereby respondents were given multiple statements and asked to express whether they agreed or disagreed with them. Each of the statements presented in the question mirrored public statements made recently by Canadian political leaders:
The following are comments about Islamophobia that have been made publicly in Canada recently. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

- The definition of Islamophobia is not clear to me
- Islamophobia does not exist in Canada
- Islamophobia is an increasingly disturbing problem in Canada
- The government must take action to combat Islamophobia in Canada
- The concept of Islamophobia is having the effect of limiting free speech in Canada

Chart 14: To what degree do you agree with the following statements about Islamophobia?
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Chart 15: By political affiliation: The definition of Islamophobia is not clear to me

The definition of Islamophobia is not clear to me

Chart 16: By political affiliation: Islamophobia is an increasingly disturbing problem in Canada
The responses gathered from this question indicate that the majority of Canadians understand the definition of Islamophobia, they consider Islamophobia to be a problem, and they believe the Canadian government must take steps toward combatting Islamophobia in Canada. However, as made evident in the graphs above, the responses to each of the statements in this question were extremely politically polarized. Again and again, with each statement, the views of Liberal, NDP and Conservative supporters differed in statistically significant ways: the Liberals and NDP on one side, and the Conservatives on the other.

**Response to the statement, “The definition of Islamophobia is not clear to me.”**

Survey respondents were asked if they agreed with the statement, “The definition of Islamophobia is not clear to me.” Many Canadian Conservative politicians have questioned the validity of the term “Islamophobia,” and have gone so far as to claim that most Canadians are uncomfortable with the term “Islamophobia” because they do not understand what it means. The results of this survey tell a very different story:

- Overall, 70% of Canadians disagreed that the definition of Islamophobia is not clear to them, showing that Canadians understand what Islamophobia is, while
• 59% of Conservative supporters confirm that they too understand what Islamophobia is.

While a strong majority of Canadians understand what Islamophobia is, a quarter of Canadians nevertheless still seem confused by term. Age and education both played a factor in the response to this question: those respondents who are under 35 (81%), and those with higher education such as a bachelor’s degree (77%) are more likely to have a clear understanding of Islamophobia. As such, there is still work to be done to educate Canadian society about discrimination against Muslims.

Response to the statement, “Islamophobia does not exist in Canada.”

81% of respondents overall disagreed with the statement, “Islamophobia does not exist in Canada.” This result confirms the findings of a December 2016 Abacus poll where 79% of Canadians agreed there is “some” or “a lot” of discrimination against Muslims in Canada.39

Response to the statement, “Islamophobia is an increasingly disturbing problem in Canada.”

While an Angus Reid poll of March 2017 showed that Canadians were split between believing Islamophobia is a serious problem (45%) and believing that Islamophobia had been “overblown by politicians and the media” (55%)40, a majority of our respondents (57%) agreed with the statement, “Islamophobia is an increasingly disturbing problem in Canada.” As stated above and depicted in the graphic, the response to this statement and other statements was highly politically polarized: only Conservative supporters were in majority opposition to this statement.

Response to the statement, “The government must take action to combat Islamophobia in Canada”

A March 2017 Angus Reid poll indicated that only 38% of Canadian Liberal supporters would have voted in support of motion M-10341, a government motion to combat religious discrimination (including Islamophobia) in Canada. Nevertheless, our survey results demonstrate that 70% of Canadians (and 77% of Liberal supporters) believe the government must take action to combat Islamophobia in Canada. Only survey respondents who identified as Conservative or BQ supporters had a majority expressing disagreement with this statement. Again, as depicted in the graphic, survey results were highly politically polarized.

Response to the statement, “The concept of Islamophobia is having the effect of limiting free speech in Canada”

Some politicians and pundits suggested that the passage of Parliament’s motion M-103 (March, 2017) could lead to a government crackdown on speech critical of Islam in Canada.42 Canadian law protects freedom of speech except when the speech is deemed “hate speech” – a
designation which requires incitement to violence and/or public disorder. So reasonably speaking, such fears are highly farfetched.

Nevertheless, since almost half (49%) of all survey respondents agreed with the statement, “The concept of Islamophobia is having the effect of limiting free speech in Canada,” it is clear that many Canadians have been spooked by fear-mongering around free speech. While Liberal and NDP supporters differed from Conservative supporters, both in a statistically significant way, even important numbers of Liberal supporters (43%) and NDP supporters (37%) agreed with this statement.

All Canadians were horrified by the images of ISIS militants committing atrocities and the acts of terrorism committed by Islamic fundamentalists in recent years. Harsh criticism of such acts, and the circumstances which lead to the radicalization of individuals will always be protected in Canada. Nevertheless, this survey result makes clear that there is concern across the political spectrum around the freedom to criticize radical religious practices.

APPENDIX 1: Other recent surveys on Religious Discrimination and Islamophobia in Canada

What do Canadians say about Muslims and Islam?

A March 2016 Leger survey found that only 43% of Canadians hold positive opinions of Muslims, a decline of 3% since 2012. Net positive opinion of Muslims was 49% amongst English respondents, but only 24% amongst French respondents.

“I was most surprised by the extent to which there was a decline in comparison to previous polling we’ve done in attitudes towards Muslims…I fully expected to see a decline but the decline was a lot steeper than I anticipated, particularly, in the Province of Quebec.”

- Jack Jedwab, president of the Association for Canadian Studies

A July 2016 poll by MARU/VCR&C measuring public perceptions of ethnicity and immigration in Ontario found that “only a third of Ontarians have a positive impression of the religion [Islam] and more than half feel its mainstream doctrines promote violence (an anomaly compared to other religions).” Comparing Canada’s six major mainstream religions, Islam is the most likely to be viewed by the respondents as a promoter of violence, followed by Sikhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Judaism and Buddhism. Three-quarters of Ontarians said they felt Muslim immigrants have fundamentally different values, largely due to perceived gender inequality.
“Only a third of Ontarians have a positive impression of the religion and more than half feel its mainstream doctrines promote violence (an anomaly compared to other religions).”

- Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants

A December 2016 Forum poll found that Muslims were the target of the most racial bias in Canada. Four-in-ten (41%) of Canadians expressed some level of bias, or unfavourable feelings, against identifiable racial groups, and the one group most likely to be a target was Muslims (28% unfavourable feelings, 54% favourable feelings). After Muslims, the group most likely to suffer bias was First Nations people (16% unfavourable feelings, 71% favourable). Muslims excited the most animosity in Quebec (48% unfavourable) and among Conservatives (40% unfavourable).

In a December 2016 Abacus poll, 79% of Canadians said that there is “some” or “a lot” of discrimination towards Muslims in Canada, and 67% said the same thing about discrimination towards Indigenous people. Almost one-in-two said there is a lot of discrimination against people of the Muslim faith, far more than towards any of the other groups tested. The view that there is significant discrimination against Muslims crossed all demographic groups and regions, although Quebecers were least likely to say it is widespread, compared to other regions. In Canada, women and young people were generally more likely than others to see discrimination, while men and older people were least likely to see it.

“Canadians see their country as a tolerant place, but far from perfect. Tensions have been rising in the US and other parts of the world towards people of the Muslim faith and we acknowledge that those same influences are pretty widespread here in Canada.”

- Bruce Anderson, Chairman, Abacus Data

In a March 2017 Angus Reid poll, 42% of Canadians said they would vote against the House of Commons motion M-103, condemning “Islamophobia and all forms of systemic racism and religious discrimination,” while fewer than three-in-ten would vote for it.

Some 68% of those who voted for the Conservatives in 2015 said they would vote against M-103. Only 38% of Liberal supporters said they would vote in favour of the motion, while fully 33% would vote against.

While relatively few Canadians outside of Quebec said they knew a lot of people who are distrustful of Canadian Muslims, most respondents agreed that “Canadian Muslims face a lot of discrimination in their daily lives.” Some 61% felt this way, including higher numbers of women and younger respondents (68% of each group).
A March 2017 CROP poll⁵¹ found that 74% of respondents said they would either be “very” or “somewhat” in favour of screening immigrants with a test on Canadian values. One-in-four Canadians, and 32% of Quebecers, were “strongly” or “somewhat” in favour of a Donald Trump-style ban on Muslims immigrating to Canada.

In Quebec, while 65% of people would be OK with a new Catholic church in their neighbourhood, only 40% felt the same way about a mosque. In the rest of Canada, 76% would be OK with a Catholic church, while 56% would be OK with a mosque.

In Quebec, 62% perceived the hijab to be a sign of submission, while in the rest of Canada 48% felt the same. Fifty-seven percent of Quebecers felt as if Muslims are “poorly” or “somewhat poorly” integrated into society, versus 47% of respondents in the rest of Canada.

An April 2017 Angus Reid poll⁵² found that Islam is viewed unfavourably by almost half of Canadians (46%). A similarly negative sentiment was found when discussing religious clothing associated with that faith – the burka and niqab. Only one-in-three Canadians support a person wearing the niqab (32%) or the burka (29%), while a strong majority support wearing the nun’s habit (88%), kippah (85%), turban (77%) or hijab (75%).

How would Canadians feel if one of their children were to marry a partner from another faith? Very few said they would not be accepting of their child marrying a Christian, but that number rose to one-in-five for a Sikh (21%) and one-in-three for a Muslim (32%).
According to a June 2017 Abacus poll conducted for Macleans magazine, only 60% of Canadians think Islamophobia is a problem in Canada, and 38% somewhat or strongly disagree that it’s an issue at all. Denying its existence suggests that Canadians remain isolated from their Muslim neighbours, leading them to treat them as an alien group.

“I think that despite a lot of progress, post 9/11, many Canadians still view Muslims as a homogenous group with only one foot inside the Canadian cultural identity; and any time you can define so many people as the ‘other,’ you can start to strip away the complexity of a community, which allows you to scapegoat and vilify.”
- Actor, filmmaker and lawyer Arsalan Shirazi

A September 2017 Angus Reid poll of Quebecers’ opinions regarding Quebec’s Bill 62, prohibiting face-coverings such as niqabs and burkas for people administering or receiving public sector services, found that 91% of francophones and 67% of anglophones support the legislation. Younger Quebecers (those ages 18 – 34) were more tepid in their support for the legislation, though they still support it by a three-to-one margin (74% to 26%) overall.

An October 2017 Angus Reid poll found that 40% of residents of Canada’s other nine provinces said women should be prohibited from visiting government offices while wearing a niqab. A further 31% said such behaviour should be “discouraged but tolerated,” while only 28% said it should be “welcome.”

Nearly two-thirds (64%) of those who supported the Conservatives in 2015 would prohibit women from receiving government services while wearing a niqab, compared to 39% of Liberal supporters and 44% of NDP supporters who said the same.

In a November 2017 Angus Reid poll on faith and religion in public life, 46% of respondents said that Islam was “damaging” Canada and Canadian society, while only 13% said that it was “benefitting”. Twice as many Canadians said the presence of Islam in their country’s public life is damaging as said the same about any other religion. Furthermore, two-thirds (65%) of those asked about Islam say the religion’s influence in Canadian public life is growing.

These two findings – that almost half of Canadians view the presence of Islam as a bad thing for their country and that two-thirds see Islam’s influence in society as growing – suggest an outsized focus on a group that, while growing rapidly, makes up less than four per cent of Canada’s total population.

“Twice as many Canadians say the presence of Islam in their country’s public life is damaging as say the same about any other religion, a finding that follows a well-documented pattern in Angus Reid Institute polling in recent years. Namely: if Islam is involved, a significant segment of Canadians will react negatively.”
- Angus Reid Institute, November 2017
What do Canadian Muslims say about life in Canada?

According to a January 2016 Environics poll of 600 Canadian Muslims, an overwhelming majority have a strong attachment to their country and feel that Canada is heading in the right direction. Eight-in-ten (83%) Muslims reported being “very proud” to be Canadian, an increase of 10 points since 2006. This was in contrast to non-Muslim Canadians — only 73% of whom said they were “very proud” to be Canadian.

A majority of Muslim Canadians agreed that most Muslims coming to Canada want to adopt Canadian customs and ways of life, while just 17% thought they want to remain distinct.

Thirty percent of Muslim Canadians said they have experienced discrimination because of their religion, ethnicity or culture over the past five years — significantly higher than the reported experience of discrimination among the general population. Fully 62% Muslims reported being very or somewhat worried about discrimination, increasing to 72% among young Muslims and 83% among Canadian-born Muslims.

Two-thirds of respondents were worried about how the media portrays Muslims in Canada.

A May 2016 Think for Actions survey of Alberta Muslims found that 98% of the participants considered themselves to be proud of being Muslim Canadian citizens. Eighty-four percent showed a willingness to adapt to Canadian values while still maintaining their Muslim identity, and 88% were actively involved in activities for non-Muslim organizations.

Despite being active members of society, half of the Muslim participants reported being victims of abuse, especially verbal abuse. Media was seen as one of the contributing factors to this, 83% of the participants agreed that television news reports portrayed Muslim Canadians in a negative light.

Another Think for Actions survey, released in September 2017, found that 78% of Canadians agreed that Muslims should adopt Canadian customs and values but maintain their religious and cultural practices. Some 88% of those surveyed said Muslims should be treated no differently than any other Canadian, but 72% also believed there has been an increasing climate of hatred and fear towards Muslims in Canada and that it will get worse.

APPENDIX 2: Text of Motion M-103

42nd Parliament, 1st Session

M-103 – Systemic racism and religious discrimination

Text of the Motion
That, in the opinion of the House, the government should: (a) recognize the need to quell the increasing public climate of hate and fear; (b) condemn Islamophobia and all forms of systemic racism and religious discrimination and take note of House of Commons’ petition e-411 and the issues raised by it; and (c) request that the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage undertake a study on how the government could (i) develop a whole-of-government approach to reducing or eliminating systemic racism and religious discrimination including Islamophobia, in Canada, while ensuring a community-centered focus with a holistic response through evidence-based policy-making, (ii) collect data to contextualize hate crime reports and to conduct needs assessments for impacted communities, and that the Committee should present its findings and recommendations to the House no later than 240 calendar days from the adoption of this motion, provided that in its report, the Committee should make recommendations that the government may use to better reflect the enshrined rights and freedoms in the Constitution Acts, including the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.\(^{63}\)

---

7 Ibid, CIPME Foundation.
12 Ibid.


23 Individuals making this argument might likewise dilute the statement “Black lives matter” by saying, “All lives matter.” While it is true that all lives matter, white lives in Canada have always “mattered,” while black lives have not been valued in the same way. “Black lives matter” puts the emphasis on the fact that society overall has historically attributed less value to black lives based on several independent empirical measures, e.g. deaths in police custody, incarceration rates, graduation rates, life expectancy, etc. In the same way, while religious discrimination is never acceptable, in 2017, it is Muslims in Canada who foremost face religious discrimination.


25 In the discussion of the survey results, we frequently refer to survey “respondents,” although it would be more statistically appropriate to use the term “Canadians,” as the survey results were weighted byEKOS.


According to Canadians


“M-103: If Canadians, not MPs, voted in the House, the motion condemning Islamophobia would be defeated.”


